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The Christmas Fund Needs Your Support -- Have You Done Your Part ?
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Florida's
Oldest College
Newspaper
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VOLUME 43

(Weekly Student Newspaper)

CHRISTMAS FUND TO
DATE
Faculty and Staff
$27.00
Independents
28.50
Pi Beta Phi
6.00
Kappa Kappa Gamma 10.00
Alpha Phi
5.00

FOfi CHILDREN
Tony S a r g ' s Marionettes
Give Special Matinee
For Children
OTHER FEATURES

Total

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1937

INSIIIUIE OF

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK
4:00
7:30
8:00

$76.60

JAPANESE PRINTS
ARE ON DISPUY

8:15

Spanish Institute To H o l d
Second Meeting of Year
On Saturday

7:30
5:16

STUDENTS GIVE PLAY

8:15

Russell Series O f f e r s Busy Fine Collection In Rollins Art Prince Loewenstein To Be
Guest At Lunch
Studio
Season of Events
A special matinee performance
of Tony Sarg's famous Marionettes
in "Robinson Crusoe", to be devoted entirely to children, will be
one of the outstanding features
offered this year by the Annie Russel Series, it was announced today by Dorothy Lockhart, directThe Marionettes, who come to
the Annie Russell Theatre as an
attraction in the Series on Friday,
February 4, will make their first
bow in Winter Park before an
audience of grade school children
at 3:30 on the afternoon of the
evening performance.
Miss Lockhart has announced
that "grown-ups" will be barred
from the special matinee unless
accompanied by at least one child;
and should a childless adult wish
to become a part of this afternoon
of merriment. Miss Lockhart will
be glad to furnish the necessary
child companion to complete the
"entrance requirement."
This will be the first time a
child's matinee has been held in
the Annie Russell Theatre, and
many special features are being
planned in connection with the afternoon's entertainment.
Miss Lockhart's announcement
of the final plans for the Annie
Russell Series promises a busy and
attractive season of dramatic
events. The Annie Russell Company will open the Series on January 21 and 22 with a production
of "The Guardsman," by Franz
Molnar. Following this glamorous
comedy, Peter Joray will present
his inimitable sketches "Intimate
Moments with Royalties of the
Past", on January 28, and Tony
Sarg will bring the Marionettes to
the Rollins Theatre on the following Friday night, February 4.
Other attractions will be a performance of "The Queen's Husband" by the American Repertory
Theatre of New York on February
25; "When Paris Laughed", a satiric revue to be presented by the
Annie Russell Company on March
11 and 12; and "The Distaff Side",
produced by the Annie Russell
Company on March 25 and 26, closing the Series.

ORGAN VESPERS
Friday, December 10, ld37
5:15 P. M.
1. Choral-Px-elude for Advent
Bach
"Gottes Sohn is Kommen"
2. Angel scene from the
fairy opera "Hansel
and Gretel"
Humperdink
3. Nut Cracker Suite ...—•Tschaikowski
a) Overture Miniature
b) Dance of the Sugar
Plum Fairy
c) Waltz of the Flow4.

The Shepherds in the
Field
Mailing
Solo by Edelweiss Hefty,
soprano, accompanied
by Emelie Dougherty
6. Overture, "Orpheus in
the Underworld"
Offenbach
5.

This is the last O r g a n
vesper program this term.
On Thursday of next week
there will be ' a Christmas
Carol service l e d by the
Choir.

MISS ROBIE IS IN CHARGE
A fine collection of Japanese
prints are on display in the Rollins art studio each afternoon
Monday through Friday until December 17. This showing is an
annual event of the studio and
the imported prints are handled
through the Shima Art Co., of N.
years collection of 219
prints cover a large variety of
subjects ranging from Christmas
cards to large portraits. The detail on each print is typically fine
Japanese work, the prints being
made entirely by numerous applications of wood blocks that shows
very fine workmanship.
The subjects cover prints from
well-known Korins to new originals by Genjin, ranging over a
period of two hundred years of
Japanese wood-blocking of flowers,
animals, scenes and persons. A new
feature of the display this year is
double sheet stationery w i t h a
finely blocked Japanese print on
the top of the first sheet.
This year is the 30th anniversary of the Shima Art Co., and a
prize is offered to the school or
studio selling over $50.00 worth of
prints, plus the usual 25 percent
commission to the studio. The Rollins sales usually amount to more
than twice this figure. Prices are
from 15 cents to $15.00.
Artists represented this year
are; Genjin, Shiro, Hasui, Rosetau,
Shoeti, Bairet, Unhyo, Keinen,
Hiroshige, Hiroaki, Tannyu, Koho,
Yeijiro, Hoskuki, Sozan, Korin,
and Gesso.
On display but not for sale are
some very old and very valuable
prints by Utamaro, Toyokuni, and
Kiyonissi, given Miss Robie several
years ago by Gustavus Goward,
consul to China, Japan and Korea.

Members of the Spanish Institute of Florida will hold their second meeting of the year next Saturday, December 11, at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Barbour here,
Professor A. J, Hanna of Rollins
College, president of the Institute,
has announced.
A reception in honor of n e w
members and friends, a Spanish
one-act play by a Rollins student
cast, Spanish music by students of
the Rollins Conservatory of Music,
and a Spanish exhibit and social
hour, feature the program beginning at 2:30 P. M.
Prior to the afternoon program,
the Spanish Institute of Florida
will hold a luncheon at the Seminole Hotel in honor of Prince Hubertus zu Loewenstein, visiting
Carnegie professor of international
relations at Rollins College. Prince
zu Loewenstein, who was a special
guest of the Republic of Spain a
few weeks ago before coming to
the United States, will give an ad(^elss -on "A German Catholic's^
Impressions of Spain." An authority on the history of Central
Europe and a self-exile from Germany, Prince zu Loewenstein is
this vear serving as visiting professor at Rollins College, Swathmore College and the University
of Virginia under the auspices of
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
The Spanish one-act play, "Manana de Sol" (A Sunny Morning)
by S. and J. Alvarez Quinteros,
will be presented by a student cast
composed of Marguerite L. Smith,
of Mexico, Roberto Lado of Tampa,
Jose B. Rodriguez of Spain,' and
Eloise F. Arnold of Groveland.
The Spanish Exhibit is to include items from contributors in
Winter Park, Rollins College, St.
Augustine, S t e t s o n University,
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

1:00
8:00
8:15
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2:00
1:20
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WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8
P M. Intramural Crew Races for Girls. Lake Maitland.
P M. French Club Meeting. Mme. Bowman's home.
P M. "ROLLINS ON THE AIR." "Memories of Stephei
Poster", Student in Speech Department. WDBO.
P. M. CONCERT BY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA OP CEN
TRAL PLOEIDA AT WINTER PARK. High School
Auditorium.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9
P M. Peace Society Meeting. Speech Studio.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 10
P. M. —ORGAN VESPERS, Miss Edelweiss Hefty, soloist.—
Knowles Memorial Chapel.
P. M. DRAMATIC PRODUCTION.
"She Passed Through
Lorraine", by the Rollins Student Players. Annie Russell Theatre.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 11
P. M. Freshman Players Meeting. Green Room, Knowles Memorial Chapel.
P. M. "ROLLINS ON THE AIR". Speaker, Dr. Clarke: "Some
Radicals", Soloist, Mr. Pred Blachly. WDBO.
P. M. DRAMATIC PRODUCTION. "She Passed Through
Lorraine", by the Rollins Student Players. Annie Russell Theare.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12
A M. MORNING MEDITATION. Rev. William H. Denney,
Jr., speaker. Knowles Memorial Chapel.
TUESDEY, DECEMBER 14
P. M. Bridge for benefit of Rollins Alumni Assn., Dr. Holt's.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15
A. M. College Assembly. Mrs. Rae's Folk Dance Group.
P. M. Christmas Service, Knowles Memorial Chapel.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1937
P.M. Christmas Carols Vespers K. M. C.
P. M. All-College dance sponsored by Freshman class, Dubsdread Country Club.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17
P. M. Fall term classes end-

Headlines LIVELY DEBATE
By FRED LIBERMAN

The Railroad Problem
There seems to be much talk Rollins and Dartmouth Meet
today of crop control, budget-balIn Assembly
ancing, wage and hour legislation,
and the like, but seldom does one DR. GROVER CHAIRMAN
hear of one of the most vital problems confronting America, that of
A lively debate between Darther railroads.
mouth College and Rollins College
Yet, this problem is always with on the question "Resolved that the
us, and is, indirectly, connected National Labor Raletions board
with almost all of the other prob- should be empowered to enforce
lems. The railroad industry has arbitration of all industrial disbeen called the backbone of the putes," was held in the Annie Rusentire American economic system. sel theater Monday at an all college assembly.
And with good reason.
Without the railroads cities
The affirmative side was upheld
would not receive adequate sup- by William Twitchell and Howard
plies of food, farmers and shippers Lyman for Rollins, while William
would not get their goods to mar- Moss and William Green spoke on
ket to meet demands and society the negative for Dartmouth. Both
would suffer the loss of its great- sides of the question were ably
est means of transportation.
discussed and the illustrations and
In view of these conditions, the repartee used proved interesting
railroads must always be rim ef- and amusing to the audience. The
ficiently; investors in railroads rebuttals were particularly lively
must receive some compensation with both sides trying to best their
for their loans; railroad officials opponents in the word contest. This
must be rewarded for their risks was a non-decision debate. Dr.
Edwin Osgood Grover, a member
and efforts.
Because the railroads are a basic of the Rollins faculty and a Dartindustry, because they have re- mouth graduate, presided as chair-

Prince Loewenstein Tells Cluh About
Germany's Foreign Policy After War
Last Thursday evening at President Holt's home Prince Loewenstein presented The International
Relations Club with portrayal of
Germany's foreign policy after the
war. The situation was made clear
in Prince Loewenstein's excellent
manner of building up sequences
so that even those not w e l l informed on the intricacies of after
war politics grasped the fundamental facts.
After the war, of course, Wilson's
fourteen points were put into effect granting Germany peace without ann exationand no tribute. However the Germans were disappointed when they realized they h a d
been left with practically nothing,
East Prussia, The Polish Corridor,
Alsasce-Lorraine, all their necessary resources had been cut off;
they had reparation payment without end; the union between Germany and Austria was made impossible, which according to Prince
Loewenstein was a desirable union
for the good of both countries.
Germany was struggling with enemies from within and without.
Germany was then under the
Ulimar constitution, one of the
most democratic in the world, to
which the burden of the treaty
was a great danger. The goal of
German statesmen therefore was a
peaceful revision of the treaty. The
man best fitted to accomplish this,
Rathineau, a great statesman and

HELD MDNDAY

economist, was murdered by right
radical assassins who knew he had
the ability. This was another blow
to a peaceful policy.
Then the French invaded t h e
rural industrial district, paralyzing ceived large governmental grants,
the nerves of economic life. This because they are a form of natwas in 1923. Germany put up a ural monopoly and because of their
passive resistance by stopping the j peculiar condition of beth monopindustrial machines through lower- oly and competition ivhich leads to
ing production rates to practically high and low rates respectively as
nothing. While frustrating the well as to unfair discrimination,
French, this also cost Germany the railroads mu^t be controlled
dearly as she had to pay the in some manner by the government.
workers with no return.
Federal regulation of thy railThus Germany fell into an abyss
of inflation. Whereas formerly our roads was inaugurated in 18 3 7
dollar amounted to 4 marks in Ger- with the passage of the Act to
Commerce.
man coin, now it was worth 4 Regulate Interstate
thousand billion marks. Economic Amendments, intended to strengthlife was dead. As Austria had al- en the original bill were made in
ready stabilized her currency, 1903, 1906, and 1910.
Prince Loewenstein, who was atThe Act of 1887 and the ensuing
tending school there at the time, amendments created an Interstate
was able to travel four weeks in Commerce Commission with powGermany staying at the best ho- ers to declare maximum rates to be
tels and even buying a bicycle on charged by the railroads and preseven dollars and fifty cents in scribe standards of service a n d
Austrian money at the exchange business methods to be followed.
rate. The only solution lay in
Consolidations were forbidden;
renouncing the passive resistance discriminatory practices were, in
to liquidate the economic crisis. the main, also forbidden. Railroads
For this was needed a man of were required to keep books under
great courage to resist the at- certain bookkeeping regulations or
tacks sure to be made on him. Dr. standards set down by the commisGustaf Stresemann rose to accomplish this. He already had a disGovernment regulation of t h e
tinguished history as leader of the railroads up to the time of the
Continued on page 2, col. 3)
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

(Complete Campus Coverage)

RIFLE l E i 10
BE FORMED
B! SIODENIS

FLAMINGO NOTICE
Faculty members and others who do not belong to the
Student Association can subscribe to the Flamingo by
writing to Willian Barr,
Business Manager, Theta
Kappa Nu. Subscription for
one year is $1.25.

STDDEMTPUYTD
DPENONEUY
"She Passed Through Lorraine" to be Given Twice
MISS BAILEY HAS LEAD
Clara West Butler's production
of Lionel Hale's comedy "She
Passed Through Lorraine" will be
presented this Friday and Saturday in the Annie Russel Theatre.
The curtain will rise promptly at
8:15.
Starring Catharine Bailey and
Si Vario, "She Passed Through
Lorraine" should prove a theatrical
treat to be remembered a l o n g
time. Although written as a modern comedy, the scene is laid in
" a Lorraine village of 1436." Despite the contemporary dialogue,
one gets a vivid insight into the
lives and characters of the people
of the period. It is possible to
accept the play for merely an
amusing comedy; however some
playgoers will be able to read a
great deal more into it.
The set, which is of the period,
was designed by Miss Butler. The
Stagecraft class under the direction of Donald S. Allen constructed and erected the scenery. It is
the largest and also one of the
most atttractive sets ever used on
the Annie Russell stage.
The costumes are also of fifteenth-century design. Great care
was taken in their preparation to
insure accuracy of details which,
although unobservable to most
eyes, would be quickly discernible
to a student of the period. Miss
Butler did much research to ascertain what the French people of
the middle class wore in those

P r e X y Favors Organization
By Offering College Property For Range
FACULTY WILL AID
Indoor R a n g e To Be Constructed Later
A meeting held last Wednesday
evening in Rollins Hall of rifle
enthusiasts definitely showed that
there is enough interest to form a
Rollins Rifle Team.
The meeting, called by K i n g
MacRury, drew a large enough
number of students to show that
there is actually a great potential interest in the forming of a
Rollins Rifle Team. The people
interested but unable to attend the
meeting, combined with those attending, represent an amazingly
large percentage of the school,
which, as yet, has nothing to offer
the rifleman.
The new organized t e a m is
backed by the faculty. Three of its
members take active parts in campus activities: Professor Roney,
Fleetwood Peeples, and George
CartwiMght Jr. When rifle practice starts, these men will be active Range Officers and superWord from President Holt that
he is sympathetic with the organization has been received. Support
by President Holt was clearly
shown when he offered to the Rollins Rifle Team college-owned
property for the location and construction of the rifle range, Fleetwood Peeples and George C a r tght Jr. were designated to make
:omplete survey of all suitable
property near the school. These
will turn their report in to
President Holt, upon whose ap/ill start immediateproval work
lygreatly aided by
The group
a position to get
those who ari
special appropriations of rifles and
ammunition. George Cartwright
acquainted with various people in Florida who might be of
d Richard Wesson is
(Continued on Page 2, col. 6)

The tickets are on sale today
and also will be tomorrow. The
box-office is open from 4 until 6
in the afternoon. It would be advisable to buy your tickets early so
as to insure getting the desired
location. From advance reports
the seat sale will be heavy.
le complete cast in order of
r appearant^e is as follows:
Blanche, Peggy Bashford; Marie,
Maiiy Acher; Robert, Robinhood
Rae;
Father Michael, Dudley Also Give S e r v i c e In St.
Darling; Pierre, Walter Royall
Augustine
on. Bob Van Beynum; Edite
? Mutispaugh; Nicholas, S
75
STUDENTS
TAKE PART
lo; Joan, Catharine Bailey:
This is the second annual debate between Rollins and Dart- Giles, John Lonsdale; Blaise, Jack
Sunday, December 5th, the A
Buckwalter;
and
Yvette,
Rachel
mouth and it is hoped that the
Cappella Choir of Rollins made a
Harris.
practice will continue.
trip to Jacksonville and St. Augustine to give Christmas Vesper
ices in churches in the two
cities. In Jacksonville the servvas conducted in the Riverside
Presbyterian Church, where t h e
r was entertained informally
The Scriptures say, the last shall writers in these parts so good that
before the service.
be first. Acting on this Biblical they challenge comparison with
In St. Augustine the service was
injunction I read the final con- professionals. Sloppy praise, try- given in the Memorial Presbyteritribution to this number before ing to be kind to our local tyros?
Church. In b o t h of these
anything else: the editorial to the Not at all. I say coolly, calmly, churches the choir lead the singing
Student Body by Patricia Guppy. critically, that there is fiction and and rendered the anthems as well
verse
in
this
number
on
a
level
It is a mighty fine one (I learned
and conducting the church servMiss Guppy could write when she with any magazine for November
was a freshman), and I agree with you may care to name.
Approximately 75 students left
every word of it. Most certainly
I will illutrate. Eleanor Booth's Winter Park by special bus and
it is up to the students to make "Biji" is as charming, vivid a thing cars immediately after the morntheir magazine the best in the as I want to encounter; it tops the ing meditation se.rvice here a t
land! But I heartily disagree fictional contributions. It should Rollins.
with the opening sentence: "This be good for acceptance anywhere.
The singing of the choir w a s
is not a good number of the Fla- Its stage setting is excellent, its very well blended and carefully
mingo." Au contraire, it is one unobtrusive humor delightful, and balanced, and were a great success
of the most superior numbers I it is surcharged with human values in both cities. The service was
ever read.
In quality, in high that warm the heart. A truly dis- broadcast ovfer the a i r by St.
grade performance, I am willing tinguished piece of work. Come Augustine.
to put it beside any similar college back, Miss Booth, and give us some
This trip was the first of the
publication the country can pro- more. "Tobacco Road" by Robin year, last year trips were taken
duce. It demonstrates what I knew Hood Rae is clever, in spite of a to Palm Beach, St. Petersburg and
alread^y; that there .are student
(Continued on page 2, coL 1)
Tampa.

BurtonlReviews November Flamingo,
Praises Work of Student Writers

SUPPORT THE CHRISTMAS FUND-EXCEED 1936 GOAL

THE

TWO

Prince Loewenstein
Institute of Florida
Burton Reviews
Tells Club About
Meet At Barbours
Flamingo, Praises
Germany's Policy
Work Of Writers (Continued from page 1, col. 3)
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
couple of quite unnecessary goddamns, especially the second, and its
imitation of tho Greenwich Village
sort of stuff, better left to the
New York toughs. "The Bridge
Between" by Jess Gregg is imaginative, extremely well-done, with
an effective climax. The fact that
the reader anticipates the e n d
might be criticised, yet it is quite
in key. "The Mirror" by Suzanne
Macpherson has value in psychology, I believe in those two girls,
and like the deeper implications
of its tragedy.
The issse contains one serious
attempt at essay; I refer to Fentress Gardner's A Political Concept, which I saw before publication, and thought more t h a n
worthy of inclusion. It shows a
keen young mind thinking its way
through a big, complex and vitally
modern subject; it has reading behind it, and genume personal reaction to the theme. Possibly it
could be condensed to advantage,
yet I like the way in which the
writer walks all around his theme,
returns on it for further consideration. It strikes me as earnestly
striving for the truth, often hitting
it. Of very high grade is the
poetry of the number. Here Elizabeth Schoening leads, and easily.
Her "Counterpoint" is subtly
beautiful, and long since I have
found always in her work that
creative touch which marks her
as a true poet, one to watch with
appreciative sympathy.
Walter
Royall's work in verse is
artistic, and his "Sonnet'

a^e^

^'h^
,5ft*''*

ivfttt*

tVie

Vno*

University of Miami, and Daytona
Beach.
Among those who will receive at
the reception of new members
and friends of the Institute will
be Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Barbour,
Mrs. Edna G. Fuller, Orlando, Dr.
Hamilton Holt, president of Rollins College, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Vega, Jr., Tampa, Proofesor A. J.
Hanna, president, and Mrs. Angela Paloma Campbell, secretary,
of the Spanish Institute of Florida.
exception.
It has the bite of
thought as well as good technical
execution.
Miss Booth's "The
Heart Beater" is a bit with flavor
and decided originality. And "Still
Life" by Arthur Bifield gives me
real poetic satisfaction; a l o v e
lyric that is truly lovely, far above
the average product in its kind.
I wish I might say something unpleasant about those poems, so as
to pose as a genuine critic, but
honestly, I can't. I like them and
think them too good to pptronize
or to condemn. I am proud that
Rollins includes such a group of
Finally, a suggestion. The Flamingo would do well to broaden
and diversify its contemns by introducing a regular "d'.torial page,
letters to the editor (as Miss Guppy suggests), and a page or so of
book reviews; pick out one leadng
book of late, and treat it with
space enough to give dignity to the
review. Or any other way the editor prefers. At present the magazine runs too exclusively to fiction
and poetry, important as these two
items are. But the big thing about
The Flamingo right now is the
very high average of the performance. I once was editor of my
own college publication. Judged
by The Flamingo, the literary work
today of student publications is
head and shoulders above what we
were doing then. Not the slightest doubt about it. And that's
very encouraging.
Let me add that the cover design
by Professor Ray gives distinction
to the publication, makes it physically most attractive, and the linoleum cut by his son Ray (thus a
double contributor to the number)
is welcome on the side of artistic
embellishment. Knowing the story
it illustrates, gives it extra value.

Andy's Garage
Church Street
Day Phone 76
Nite Phone 319WX
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(Continued from page 1, col. 4)

Two Windows To Be Punch And Judy To
Unveiled In Chapel Be Given Wednesdav
At End Of Service
At UsualjVssembh

UNIVERSin CLUB
I T IN NEW i i

Ne.\t Sunday moming: at the
••A catalogue of crime! \ „ ^
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
close of the Morning Meditation of sins! A world of r e c k l e a ^
World War was not well received
in the Knowles Memorial Chapel Thus reads the annouiH«iB««
Liberal Party in the German par- by authorities on the subject. The
*
liament during the war and now railroads objected that they were Hold F i r s t Meetinjr of S e a s o n two new and significant stained little posters proclaiminj u ,
In N e w Club H o u s e
glass windows will be unveiled and entation of The P l , y
^ ^
as chancellor used his great gift of being hampered by the federal
dedicated.
Punch, a three-act t r a i r i . . . . ^
oratory to quiet the opposition. At laws to such an extent that they
D R . S T I L E S IS S P E A K E R
The new windows are the gift of on Punch and Judy to be » j ~ ~ '
this time he uttered the prophecy, were no longer able to keep pace
"If you o^ierthrow this govern- with the growing industry and comThe University Club of Winter Mrs. George E. Warren, donor of the .\nnic Russell Theatre at 1|J|
ment, anarchy is next." He stopped merce of the country.
Park held its first meeting of the the Chapel, and were designed and on Wednesday morning, Decmw
15. by the Rollins P o l k l o « T
the passive resistance and stabilOperating expenses had been season Saturday in the enlaraged executed by Wilbur Burnhani of
ciety.
*
ized the currency.
necessarily increased, but not the Club House on Interlachen and Boston. Both Mrs. Warren and Mr.
Next on the road to recovery rates the railroads were permitted Old New England Avenues, Dr. Bumham will take part in the
The play will follow a „ , ^ ^
he obtained a loan of two hundred i ^^ charg. The railroads were also Charles Wardell Stiles of the Rol- brief and simple dedication cere- the puppet play of more than iZ
million dollars from England who confronted constantly with de- limp Winter Faculty being t h e mony Sunday morning.
years ago, produced by an ItaW
had not sympathized w i t h the mands for wage increases, and speaker.
The last stained glass window named Piccini, whose perfornuB,
French invasion of the rural dis- with growing competition of motor
A feature of the meeting was to be placed in the Chapel was of Punch was far superior in « , »
tricts. Sums of credit were also vehicle transportation.
spect to any other and p U ^
the acceptance by the Club of a dedicated last winter to the memadvanced from England and AmerIn view of these obstacles the new recreation room, an addition ory of Mrs. Alexina Crawford Holt to great applause at the Kin,',
ica. Recovery was started within railroads were forced into a posi- to the old building. This room and was given by the Holt family. Arms in Drury Lane, London. A|
the year. Stresemann was made tion from which they never have was built by Mr. Arthur H. HarFaculty and students will be in- the crudities, including the qo^.
foreign minister.
fully recovered. Capital became ris who offered it to the Club for terested in the symbolism of the tionable language, of the old to.
Then came the Dawes plan pro- suspicious of investing in railroad a sum of approximately $25,000 to vo new windows, the dedication of sion will be incorporated in Hj
presentation.
viding annuities and payment on securities, improvements on cars, be paid monthly in sums of $200, hich all are invited to attend.
commercial lines. Despite the bur- roadway and terminal facilities an amount little more than monthThe cast consists of Robin lU,
den of this it still was a step to- were discouraged and high stand- ly rent.
as Punch, Hildegarde Reiss asJod,
ward the road of final settlements. ards of service became difficult
and Mr. Ketch, Eleanor Gies««
Dr. Stiles, world famous zooloAnother step was The Treaty of to maintain.
as Pretty Polly, the servant u l
gist and author of many books on
Locarno, the freeing of the Rhinethe devil, Marie Howe as the do^
The legislation after 19 19 zoology, spoke to the Club on "The
land of foreign troops. Stresemann showed clearly that the govern
tor and the officer, William PIK
South — Some Aspects." He pointaccomplised all this and was work- ment realized more than previous
(Continued from page 1 ,col. 7)
as Scaramouch and the Blind MIB
ed out that the South is really
ing for a seat for Germany in th« ly the plight of the railroads, and
Davitt Felder as the Shownuu,
composed of three sections. The
League of Nations. Naturally ther. that the responsibility for the >
first is the Mountain Section. The connected with Camp Perry and and William Vosburgh as the Fid.
was a storm of protest against ditions of the industry fell on
dler.
most obvious feature is the beards has definite relations with firethis. Argentine and Spain claimed own regulations.
of the men. The second is the
5 manufacturers. Robert Johnbetter title to a seat. Opposition
Consolidation was no longer
Clay Belt which corresponds rough son also is able to aid the group
internally was also great, especi- bidden, but encouraged. Help
ly to the Piedmont section, and the in the question of cartridges.
ally slander against Stresemann, extended to the weaker roads and,
third is the Sand Belt which c
Despite all this Germany joined the of late, recognition has been madi
The rifle range itself will first
prises the typical cracker. The
League on September 26, 1925 with of the fact that railroads must
Clay Belt, according to Dr. Stiles be outdoors only, but as time goes
full equal rights.
receive adequate returns on invest- is most like the North in training, by, there will also be an indoor
Next Sunday morning, December
Stresemann all this time was ed capital.
range. The Dewar Course is ideal 2, the Chapel service to be held in
education, and wealth.
waging more than one fight. Weak
for outdoor shooting as it embodies Knowles Memorial Chapel will be
The railroads must be preserved.
health was limiting his time to Changed conditions require new
In discussing the problems that both one hundred and fifty yard the Sunday Christmas program.
accomplish all he wanted for Ger. policies but not the abandonment confront the South, Dr. Stiles, ranges, but for the present, fifty Mr. Denney, director of Chapel
many. Final revisions of the Ver- of railroad regulation. Government called the slave trade of the Brit- feet and fifty yards will have to activities, will deliver a Christmas
sailles Treaty under the Young policies should be freed of any ish one of the most inhuman and suffice.
address on "Christ the Lord of
Plan, limiting German reparations, purpose either to favor or to handi- cruel activities of man. He stated
In back of the firing line there Cosmic Life." The A Capella
and liberating the Rhineland
cap any form of transportation that about 6,000,000 Negroes were
Choir will sing Christmas music.
will
be
a
house
for
the
cleaning
accomplished by him. However, with relation to any other form. taken from Africa and that about
We<inesday evening, December
and storing of rifles. The cleanthe opposition from political leadRailroads are the most import- 2,000,000 died on the way.
ing of rifles after each afternoon's 15, the annual Christmas service
ers in Germany was stronger than ant single element in our social
will be given in the Chapel. The
A
result
of
this
importation
of
use
will
be
one
of
the
strictly
enever. A plebiscite against Strese- and economic life. We must care
choir will sing several anthems;
mann was started and a penalty of for their welfare as we would our slaves, according to Dr. Stiles, was forced rules. All shooting will be
the Elementary School children's
death or imprisonment imposed on own person. We are, when deal- the introduction of many African under the strict supervision of the
choir,
trained by Mr. Honaas, will
any of the cabinet members who ing, with the railroad problem, ad- diseases among which was the faculty members*, of the Rollins
sing; and a tableau, directed by
voted for the Young Treaty. Nat- dressing a matter of national con- hookworm. Dr. Stiles then de- Rifle Team, while the use of the
Mrs. Helen Rae, given by a group
scribed
the
disease.
This
part
of
range
will
be
for
team
members
urally this frustrated Stresemann's cern to the nth degree.
of students will be presented.
the lecture was illustrated with only.
plans, especially since the leader of
Realizing that to date regulation
the oposition was a tremendously has been far from satisfactory we lantern slides and charts. Among
The
purpose
and
present
aims
of
t striking of these, accordwealthy man who had obtained his must attempt some remedy. It
the group is to give to Rollins
money during the war and the in- must necessarily be either govern- ing to Mr. William Yust, Rollins
an additional activity, which, upon
flation. His financial aid greatly ment ownership of the railroads Librarian and member of the Club,
several which showed twen- acquiring a high rating, will carry
strengthened Stresemann's ene- or a new type of regulation. It
the name of Rollins into new field.
ty
year
old
boys
who
looked
like
mies. Finally Stresemann in a last is fairly certain that the latter
With large enough campus interbrilliant appeal before the League will be the case, but as to what ten year old children.
est, riflery can easily be affected
pleaded that Germany be given her form it will take is hard to say.
Dr. Stiles commented that the for Physical Education credit.
complete liberty or her democracy
In other words it takes otton mills of the South had done
would fall. It was after this speech
To show its enthusiasm, t h e
much for the children of the South,
in 1929 that Stresemann lost the power and goods away from the
oup has agreed to work on the
upper class without benefiting the making it possible for them to en- construction of the range to help
fight against death also.
joy better living conditions and
It would seem that the German lower classes.
keeping down the expense. Reeducation than would otherwise
After
the
talk
questions
were
democracy died with him, as Prince
have been possible. Dr. Stiles said solved to meet again at a later
Loewenstein aptly put it, the Hitler asked by members of the Club. that he had done much to defeat date, the group made definite plans
system is bolshovism without com- Jack Rich, president of the Club, the Child Labor Amendment in for starting the construction di- Why not give a camera foi'
Christmas ?
Daily you miss
acted as Chairman and announced
rectly after Christmas, so that
shots which you would
that the next meeting of the group three states because he considered postal matches may be held before candid
later prize. We have a comwould be after the Christmas re- the restrictions which it placed on the end of the Winter Term.
plete line of cameras and accese employment of children highly

Rifle Team To Be
Formed By Students

Mr. William Denny
To Give Christmas
Address In Chapel

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Si Vario, Campus Agent
We solicit your business ;
Winter Park, Phone 413

ROLLINS

a home town
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

[desirable.
CHRISTMAS:
Wrappings, Gifts
Cards

The Rollins Press
Store
310 E. Park Ave.

Imported and Domestic Cameras

Among the business matters
handled at the meeting were the
lection of twenty-one new members and the passing of a resolution on behalf of George M. Whichfirst president of the Club who
died recently.

CENTRAL
CAMERA STORE
Orange Ave.,

Opposite Sears

ORLANDO

I Royal Portable for
CHRISTMAS

Davis Office Supply
19 E. Pine St., Orlando

Two New Bass
Campus

Moccasins
for Women
1. A g e n u i n e m o c c a s i n of
w h i t e elk, unlined, w i t h
a r e d r u b b e r sole, flat
heel. Width.s A, B a n d C.
Tlu -Gift Problem " >• definilely
|>«>M.Civc lhc.c smartly MANT A I L O R E D Q)/l.I c4cin)f
P>j«m» of tl.morou. S.lin Supreme, the fimout non-shiftabU
(•brie. Color. —Wine, Royal.
Du.lr, Antique Blue and Tea
Roae, with eonlra.tini
pipint. Siie. 32 lo 40. * 1 0 ^ 5

5

i r l tMAIT TO I I i f

LOUIS'

AT ORLANDO
'The Shop Smart Women Prefer"

$4.50
2. Another genuine moccasin of white elk, s o f t
sides and no heel counter. White rubber s o l e
with b u i l t - u p a r c h .
Adaf)ted for canoeing,
hiking and very informal wear.

$5.50

R. C. BARER, 1N(

December 17th

December 8, 1937
Rollins College
Winter Park, Fla.
Dear Rollins College Shoppers':

Yes, there are only nine days remaining
until vacation. Don't let that "end of term"
rush catch you, lay something aside for the
Christmas Fund, have your tux or formal
cleaned for that big Freshmen Dance on Dec.
16th.
While we're remembering things—let's
not forget to settle our accounts before we
leave. The merchants help us—let's do the
same.

ROLLINS
ADVERTISING COMMISSION

ONLY 14 MORE SHOPPING DAYS UNTIL
XMAS—and dollar to doughnuts you are still in doubt
as to what to give the masculine and feminine friends
on your list. But listen carefully, my children, and
you shall hear great tidings for Yuletime cheer.
DICKSON-IVES has a super collection of Yardley gifts for the up-to-date young woman. Gift sets'
in packages as smart as their contents are enticing
offer milady all Yardley's luxurious and aristocratic
preparations'. These sets, ranging in price from $1.85
to $20.00, are a charming way of expressing the season's greetings.
For the male members of your list there are
other Yardley gifts—such as' their shaving soap in
its masculine wooden container. See these choice
presents on the street floor of DICKSON-IVES and
give your friends a Merry Christmas from Yardley
of London. Cheerio!
A Rollins College Shopper.

at the corner, downtown

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO HELP THE CHRISTMAS FUND^

W E D N E S D A Y , D E C E M B E R 8, 1937
THE

Main Points of Prince's
Wednesday Talk Printed

R O L L I N S

CAMPUS
Personalities

The talk given by Prince Hubertus zu Loewenstein last Wednesday at the all college assembly met with such favorable comment that
the principal points of the speech have been copied.
Allen R e p r e s e n t s Rollins A t
"First proof of present dangei
M e e t i n g In Gainesville
of war are shown by the fact that
before 1933 Germany was a peace- voked should such a plan succeed.
"With Czechoslovakia and the
ful nation. But due to all the
D
I
SCUSS PRODUCTIONS
promises Hitler made and could not Little Entente destroyed, Germany
fulfill, he had to distract the peo- would go on and fight Russia,
Last
Friday and Saturday the
which
would
be
a
great
danger
to
ple's attention by a war policy.
the world. It would mean the Gainesville Little Theatre spon-;
"Hitler advocates in his book,
overthrow of European order for sored a conference at the Hotel
*My Struggle', the use of armed
Bolshevism, not demoracy. The Thomas in Gainesville to which
forces against other states. The
war against the east being suc- delegates from the Little Theatres
armament budget has been raised
cessful, the Fascist powers would of Florida were invited. Its purfrom 600,000,000 marks to 10,000,then turn to France and Great pose was to discuss the problems
000,000 marks under Hitler.
Britain, France especially, which of the Community Theatre a n d
"The training of youth is based Germany and Italy would attack consider the organization of a fedon war. All men and women who from positions in Spain.
eration of the Little Theatres of
fought for peace were either killed,
Floorida. All amateur producing
thrown in jail, or exiled to foreign
"To give colonies to Hitler would units in Florida would be eligible
countries. There is also active not solve the problem, it would to join the federation.
Nazi interference in other coun- only increase his appetite. What
After several interesting discustries, such as actual combat in Germany needs is freedom, n o t sions, the delegates realized that
Spain, and political workings in colonies. But Hitler can not give there are several problems with
Czechoslovakia and Austria. Since his people freedom, it would give which a group is confronted. How
the alliance between Mussolini and them time to think, then his sys- well each surmounts these obHitler, there are even more pos- tem would be ruined.
stacles is dependent upon many
sibilities of war.
"There is only one way that the things. One of the most pressing
"On the other side there is the democratic powers can form an problems is that of proper housdemocratic block for peace of iron band for peace. The United ing. Few of the groups have
France, Czechoslovakia, Jugoslav- States is no longer 3,000 m i l e s theatres of their own. Problems
ia, Roumania, Russia and Great away from all this strife. Even of production and membership are
Britain. The uncertain states are in Mexico and Brazil, communism also omnipresent in the mind of
Poland, Austria, and the Balkan and fascism is present not f a r the director.
States.
from our borders.
All the representatives were
"At the moment there is a rela"But, as President N. M. Butler unanimous in agreeing that the
tive balance of power which could of Columbia University says, 'It Little Theatre should produce betbe destroyed in favor of Germany is customary for many citizens of ter plays in a more finished manand Italy, should those two coun- the democratic countries to look ner. If the movement is to contries succeed in destroying t h e upon the people and the govern- tinue to grow, it will be necessary
eastern allies of the western de- ment of Russia as their chief en- to give performances that are as
mocracies. This would be espe- emy. They are wrong. There are nearly perfect as possible f r o m
cially so of the Little Entente of other forms of despotism that are a technical and an acting standCzechoslovakia, Jugoslavia, and even more menacing than Com- point.
Roumania.
munism. The Fascist f o r m of
Professor Allen, who represented
"It is expected that the first despotism has a seductive power Rollins College, was called upon to
aggregation will be in the east. which the despotism of Commu- discuss problems of stagecraft
nism
does
not
share.
The
chief
That is what Hitler advocates himwhich every director has to face.
self in his book, 'My Struggle', enemy of the democratic instituOn Friday night the Gainesville
where he states that he wants to tions which these people have built Little Theatre presented Barrie's
through
the
centuries
and
upon
gain land in Russia and the border
"Dear Brutus" in the P. K. Yonge
which their prosperity and happi- High School.
states.
ness rest, are the three military
"By the border states it is unSome of the Little Theatres repdictatorships of Japan, of G e rderstood that Hitler means Czechoresented were Jacksonville, Bradenmany and of Italy.'
slovakia. With t h i s . p o w e r deton, University of Florida, St.
"Fascist block lead in causing Petersburg, and Rollins College.
stroyed, the entire Little Entente
would crumble. The Little Entente unrest by great armament approtoday is an important democratic priations. If the hope for war were
block; it counts 50,000,000 inhabi- taken away, the reasonable people
tants spread over an area of 700,- would get the upper hand. The
000 square kilometers. Next to German people and the Italian
Russia it is the greatest territorial people are different than the Gerunit in Europe. In military re- man government and the Italian
spect, the Little Entente h a s a government, which wants to force
force of 60 divisions in peace time, the people into war.
and 80 divisions for war.
"If the United States wants
To the Editor:
"Two members of the Little En- peace, it must help prevent war I
seems to me, along with varitente, Jugoslavia and Roumania, now, because when war comes, it
,
other freshmen, that a person
are also in the Balkan Entente. will be too late.
"On the question of neutrality, important enough to be given two
Other members of this entente
are: Greece and Turkey. The Balk- President Butler of Columbia says, columns in the Sandspur should be
an Entente has 55,000,000 inhabi- 'The challenge to believers in lib- much better informed before maktants, therefore if it were broken, erty is imperative and instant. The ing any such definite statements
Czechoslovakia would be broken attempt of the dictator to extend about the freshmen not putting on
dance this year. I am referring
his authority over other lands and
away from both ententes.
"Indeed that is exactly what the other peoples must be met and to Penguin Peggy's statement to
Nazis are trying to do. In Czecho- faced by free people who have been this effect and if it is not presumslovakia they are organizing the stirred to see, to understand, to ing too much would like to critiGermans, who, when they are think and to act. There is no cize in a mild way an over zealous
strnog enough, will demand free- other way in which the paradox of upholder of Rollins' traditions. It
dom and the forming of national despotism can be brought to an might not be such a bad idea if
frontiers. Under the present sys- end. In such a contest between she would go to the Dean's office
tem those Germans enjoy freedom ruling ideas and the policies which and ask. what is scheduled to be
which would be immediately re- they compel, all nations and every held December 16th, and then perhuman being are involved, whether haps go to the Dubsdread Country
that fact be at once realized or Club and see what has engaged
ROLLS DEVELOPED not. Neutrality would be immor- their dance hall for that night.
Any size roll kodak nim doveloped, eight tality. So the stand for peace now Also, perhaps, when she is at the
never-fade Velox Prints for only^^ _ j, means not to purchase it for a few Dean's office, she might ask why
the freshman show was postponed
Man Your Films to
/ H
years, but to get to the
ISO many times. The Dean would
Jack RobbitCo.^"^ war and quell them.
the rest probably bring to her attention a
Mailing Envelopes for Fllmi Furnished
"When democracy is
of Europe, I see a United States j little slip sent out a while ago by
of Europe, collaborating in peace , himself, bringing to the notice of
and freedom; the United States of jail critical upperclassmen the fact
America in a new, revised, and | that the freshmen show could and
strong League of Nations."
had not been put on sooner because

STUDENT
OPINION

LET US ARRANGE TO STORE
YOUR CAR THROUGH THE
VACATION

After unsuccessfully perusing the
Phi Delt House in search of Semour Ballad I went into his only
other haunt, the Library. He was
there.
To those who read the Sandspur, the Flamingo or glance
through the Tomokan, Semour
needs no introduction. He came
to Rollins as a freshman from
Westminister Prep in Connecticut.
Semour is a candidate for an A.
B. degree in the class of '38 and,
in addition to his literary ability,
has made quite a reputation for
himself in the Rollins Student
Players.
Mr. Ballad seems to he quite
interested in reactionary humanity
as is displayed by his story.
"For quite a few years I passed
my summers at a boy's camp. Although the camp was a good one
and well ordered I did not enjoy
myself, perhaps my lack of enjoyment may be correlated with
the latter characteristic to a very
large extent.
"Many times during my s t a y
there I wandered down to a nearby sawmill and dreamily watched
its operations until one day I hit
upon a scheme. I hurried back to
camp and breathlessly told my unbelieving campmates that a man
had just had an accident at the mill
and had lost his leg. In answer
to their declaration [oi doubt I
simply invited them to 'see for
yourselves'.
"See they did. In the afternoon
the activities showed very marked
signs of absence and for quite a
while the camp councilors wondered at the reason. Their wonderings were soon put to an end,
however, for the missing boys returned in the company of a very
irate mill owner who demanded to
know the cause for their sudden
interest in his saw-dust pile and
the origin of the fallocious rumor
that someone had lost a leg at
his mill.
"The story was soon traced
down and the camp councilors
were very eager to express their
complete disapproval of my prank.
fhey might have saved their
breathes, however, for the incident
still struck me as being very funny."
Reck Hall has been continually
busy, and that the blame should
not lie entirely on our classes'
shoulders.
We in authority cordially invite
everone, especially Miss Penguin,
to attend the freshman dance to
be held in her honor at the Dubsdread Country Club the night of
December 16th.
Here's to a better m i x e d
"HASH" next week.
A Disgruntled Freshman.

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

The "lady of your heart" will
love Eau de Colognes by Lucien
Lelong, not only for the entrancing odeurs, but for the fascinating bottles styled after the
famous Turkish coffee flasks.
Lelong's "Opening Night" cologne is new this season and
comes in a very smart bottle of
black crackle glass.
Lelong Colognes, $1.00 to $3.75
Lelong Perfumes, $2.50 to $5.00
Toiletries—Street Floor

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

Annie Russell Theatre
Box Office open from 4-6 daily.
Make your Reservation NOW

Special Faculty and Student rate for the best available seats,
S6 00 This is the only reduction to be made during the
season. For further information write to Mrs. Rhea Marsh
Smith.

Rollins Key Society
Initiates Six New
Members to Group

The Rollins Key Society held its
initiation last Thursday night. The
Key Society initiated six n e w
members. Those initiated were;
Davitt Felder; Sarah Dean; Ruth
Elizabeth Melcher; C a t h e r i n e
Bailey; Jeanne Jillette and Dr.
Hutchings.
To be eligible for membership in
the Key Society one must have a
high scholarship standing, outside
activities and personality.
The Society is trying to work
out some system which will improve the honor code on the campus.
When the plans are completed an announcement concerning the exact nature of the plan
will be made.

RAY GREENE
— Rollins Alumnus —
Broker

Take Gifts

L E T US K E E P YOUR

t o t h e folks a t h o m e from
y o u r own College t o w n .
We invite you to come in and
let us show you the many
practical

SAVE

for

THE ANNIE RUSSELL SERIES
and save $6.50

Pataky told his impressions of Mexico to the members of the
Spanish Club, who met at the home of Mrs. Lamb on Wednesday
of P r o - night, December 1.
Instead of traveling as do the
usual run of tourists—i. e., pat- on an authentic Mexican fiesta.
ronizing only the worst crowded What a party! It lasted for five
A B B O T T D R A W S L A U G H S and popular highspots in the land days and nights, during which
—Mr. Pataky planned to really en- time no one did a hand's turn of
joy the trip and become acquaint- work. They just sit around during
The Freshmen finally broke ed with the country. By driving the day, possibly sauntering over
down and put on their show for through leisurely, and frequenting to laugh at a mock bull-fight, if
Stunt Night, much to the surprise the more lovely and less metropol- the sun isn't too warm; and at
of the upperclassmen. We expect- itan spots, he has learned many night they dance and have an exed more than we got but then that facts about the Indian. The most tremely gay time, imbibing rather
was to be expected to. With all amazing one of all is that there are freely, in a drink which looks like
the time they had to prepare for so very many of them. There are milk, but is very potent.
the show we thought this Stunt 16 million people in the whole of
Mr. Pataky ended his talk with
Night would top all previous ones Mexico and 14 million of them are a short description of the actual
Indians. That is to say, out and countryside which, judging from
but it didn't.
out, dyed in the wool, old-fashioned the etchings he had to illustrate
The program opened w i t h a
Indians. It is true that they speak his talk, must be a delight to see.
male trio singing "We're Three
Spanish, hut that is as far as it
Refreshments were served after
Jolly Consumptives" and was folgoes. Their hearts and souls are
the talk.
lowed by a tumbling act which
still Indian and always will be.
was well received. Imitations were
They adhere to their ancient ideas
done of Shirley Temple and Helen
of religion and live in a simple dayMorgan, Audry Flower sang two
to-day, hand-to-mouth manner.
popular songs, a negro trucking
NOTICE
They are unbelievably poor.
act was done by two girls who
There will be a meeting in
refused to reveal their names, a Their clothes are hand-made of a
the Monkey Wing immediateviolin solo, a tap dance, and a cactus fibre, which seems rather
ly after lunch Thursday for
rope twirling act rounded out the drastic and sounds no end uncomthose wishing to work on the
fortable. Besides living in cactus,
program.
Tomokan. If it is not posthey
live
on
it
and
under
it,
Jimmie Craig added a touch of
sible to be there get in touch
Minsky's (?) by undressing down for they eat its fruit and use the
with Mink Whitelaw or Didto his red flannels while twirling a actual plant in building t h e i r
dy Hanna and state wha|t
houses.
They
exist
entirely
on
the approved Western
type of work you are interbeans, corn and the aforementioned
style.
cactus fruit. Of all the aspects of
Frank ' Goon" Abbott, an hontheir lives, this drab diet seems to
ored alun ni, acted as master of be the most undomantic. In disd got all the laughs
tinct contrast to this picture of a
which were forthcoming from the
NOTICE
Mexican dining-room, is their
audience. His wisecracks unified
unique method of washing clothes.
DECEMBER 8TH is the
the program as much as possible
They have a community stream
LAST DATE on which the
and he seemed to enjoy his part
where all and sundry laundry work
COLLEGE MAY SECURE
thoroughly.
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
The burden of Stunt Night
The beautiful potteries of MexTICKETS A THE SPECIAL
seemed to fall on the girls as far
REDUCED RATE. See Mrs.
as entertainment was concerned. ico are made by these self-same
Case at the Information Desk
The acts put on by the girls out- Indians from the clays which they
in Carnegie.
numbered those of the b o y s by dig from their back-lawns. They
weave lovely shawls and color them
three to one.
Two single tickets may be
vividly with vegetable dyes.
obtained for $1.00. Tickets
When a real occasion comes
will be on sale Tuesday and
along, these people really, as the
Wednesday noon on the
expression goes, do it up right. On
Beanery porch.
•. Pataky came up-

Real E s t a t e

CLEAN AND SMART
LOOKING

100 Park Ave.

^ coonskin coaty we've
Wards
Much

•
•
•
•
•
•

Gift i t e m s
Silk u n d e r t h i n g s
Silk h o s i e r y
Linen hankies
House coats
N e w S p r i n g was'h f r o c k s
and others.
Take a little time and come in
and I assure you it will be a
pleasure to assist you in making a suitable selection of Gifts.

R. F. Leedy
COMPANY

heard it saidy

off chill winds from

In which

THE
WINTER PARK
BRANCH

Pataky Tells Spanish Club
His Impressions of Mexico

Girls C a r r y B r u n t
gram

Tryouts for the second play to
be given by the Rollins Student
Players will be held Tuesday and
Thursday evening December 14 and
16, at 7:30 in Recreation Hall. The
play is Maxwell Anderson's "High
Tor" which had a very successful
run on Broadway last season with
Burgess Meredith and Peggy Ashcroft in the starring roles. Donald
S. Allen, head of the Drama Department, will direct the production.
Copies of the play are now on
reserve in the library and may be
read there It is important that
everyone intending to try out
should first study the play carefully. As it is written in blank
verse, a knowledge of the lines is
most essential for a successful try-

SPORTS WEAR

for C h r i s t m a s

FRESHMAN STUNT
IS

Tryouts For Second
Play To Be Held On
December 14 and 16

•
Scentsible
Scentiments

THRES

S A N D S P U R

keel to head;

respect its chief vocation s

like No Draft

Ventilation's.

F

oiks take such things as N o Draft Ventila- I . oik
tion as a matter of course now that all G M
cars have this improvement. But w h e n you
add

Knee-Action, the Unisteel Body, the

T u r r e t T o p , improved Hydraulic Brakes and
a steady parade of betterments—you see how
a great organization moves ahead—using its
resources for the benefit of the public —
giving greater value as it wins greater sales.

GENERAL MOTORS
MEANS G O O D

MEASURE

CHEVnOLET • PONTIAC • OLDSMOBILE • BUICK • l A SALLE • CADILLAC

Downtown

YOUR AID IS NEEDED---SUPPORT THE CHRISTMAS DRIVE!

rouH

THE

Snllina ^an&spur
"ubiished Weekly by Undergraduate
of Rollins.
ESTABLISHED IN

1894

WITH

THE

Students

FOLLOWING

EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and -pointed, wellf*"^nded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
Bs gritty and energetic as its name imflies, v\
torious in single combat and therefore without
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be found ufon investigati
to be among the extraordinary
qualities of the
SANDSPUR.
1937

Member

1938

Pbsocided GoUeSiote Press
Distributor of

GolIe6icite DifSesf
Member: Winter Par>- Chamber of Commerce
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen
TELEPHONE 187
National Adevrtisinff Representative:
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE. INC.
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
400 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago
By mail anywhere in the
term (12 weeks), $2.50 for
i.OO for the full college year.
Entered as second c
»t the post oHice at 1
let ot March 3, 1879.
EDITORIAL STAFF
Editor
ROBERT Mac ARTHUR
News Editor
ALFRED B. McCREARY
Managing Editor
PRISCILLA SMITH
Sports Editor
WILLIAM BINGHAM
Feature Editor
NAN POELLER
Society Editor
HELEN BROWN
FEATURE 'WRITERS
Peggy Whiteley. King MacRury, Fred Liberman,
Victoria Morgan, Anne Whyte.
REPORTERS
Ann Earle, Carl Howland, Jack Rich, Myron Savage, Jim Edwards, Warren Goldsmith. Louis Ellis.
ASSISTANTS
Sarah Smith, Edna Garabaldi, Jane Fairbanks, Al
Brandon.
BUSINESS STAFF
iusiness Manager
GEORGE FULLER
Advertising Commissioner -. PAUL TWACHTMAN
Circulation Manager
THOMAS COSTELLO
Asst. Circulation Mgr
ANN ROPER

fiditMals
Rudeness
The college is to be congratulated not
only in their choice of Prince zu Loewenstein
as a speaker but also in their ability to
bring such a famous personage to our humble school. It is a shame, however, the discourtesy which we, as his hosts, allowed him
to suffer when we permitted tardy arrivals
to plant their leathern heels on the resonant
hard-wood floors of the Annie Russell Theatre in an unintentional but very evident deris'ory note.
The speaker had hardly gotten into the
spirit of his laudations when the aforementioned late arrival made his appearance in
the doorway. Scornfully eyeing the balcony
steps which could have taken him to a ^eat
easily and quietly, - he started with slow,
measured, noisy and dis'concerting stride for
the front row which he reached in due time
with undue hubub.
Again the speaker resumed his discussion and then came another noise, the concerted, movement of the Beanery waiters
from all parts of the hall toward the rear
exit.
We can not too loudly appeal to the
better nature of our estimable visitor in
apology for the discourtesy which was sTiown
him by our illustrious, obvious and ill-mannered attendants but we can eliminate further disturbance of this kind if we are so
minded. There is no necessity for allowing
enrance to those who are not sufficiently
interested to be on time. It has been further
s'uggested that all those who must leave
early take seats in the rear of the hall, thus
making their exit far less obvious.
SOMETHING should and MUST be done
to alleviate this' condition immediately.

Fingerprints
Some time ago, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, headed by Chief of G-men J.
Edgar Hoover, advanced an idea whereby the
public at large might voluntarily subject
themselves to being fingerprinted, in order
that a speedier check-up might ensue in the
event that a crime waii committed. This was
not meant entirely for the detection of the
criminal himself but was also to aid in a
case where there was some doubt in the matter and that posrfibly the wrong person was
being held for the crime. Also it can be
seen that the plan would aid the Bureau of
Missing Persons, and thoi^e suffering the
effects of amnesia. Surprisingly enough, thirf
plan was not only approved by a large number of the public but has actually been put
into practice.
It has Ijeen suKgested that this ^ h e m e

be adopted on the Rollins campus. The man
ner in which it would be carried out would be
something on thi^ order: Each student and
member of the faculty would, voluntarily, be
fingerprinted by the Winter Park Poolice
Department. These fingerprints would be
kept on file in the Department office, and
duplicates would be sent to the headquarters
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in
Was'hington. Their use on the Campus, ii
can be seen, might prove to be invaluable
In the case of an automobile accident, it is
often times almost impossible to discover
the real cause, who was connected with it,
and many other questions' which are frequently answered only through the fingerprint method.
If such a plan were adopted, it would
do two very obvious things. It would aid in
the unending search for justice and the casual element in misdemeanors, and it would
set a precedent among the colleges of the
country since, to our knoowedge, this has
never Ibeen done before.
We wish, however, to make it clear to
everyone that if such a scheme were tried,
it would be entirely voluntary and the final
say-so left to the student.
We, of the Sands'pur staff, wish to sanction this suggestion and, in doing so, ask for
student and faculty opinion on w h a t we
think would be an excellent idea.
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STUDENT
OPINION

NEWS ITEM;
SCIENTISTS SEEK
' EXPLANATION FOR
J EVIDENCE THAT WHOLE
UNIVEFJSE IS RETREATING
FROM THE EARTH.

To the editor:
Three cheers for blood and
! thunder. There is nothing mor«
• foresting in this world than a
:uroversy; once one starts, peobegin thinking in order to see
loh side they will back. Once
Lie is mental activity, there will
t physical activity, sometimes
od and thunder, sometimes acty of a milder form.
Vour editorials have started
stunething. (That's more truth
than poetry). You have put some
pep into the Sandspur; you have
ido it something worth reading.
1 tmd the weekly edition no longer
weakly edition, while once it was
just a chewing of the rag it is now
a banquet of literary tastes and
straight forward thinking.
It seems to be the opinion of
the administration that such editorials as I have had the pleasure
to read are out of place and uncalled for. The administration
should enjoy the words hurled at
them by retaliation in this column.
One week Sandspur readers see
the administration criticized; nekt
week there is a reply for all readers to see. Both sides of the question have been shown, discussions
which heretofore were one sided
now become rounded out. Once all
is settled all is forgotten and, I
hope, forgiven. Such was the case
with the Beanery question.
By this I wish to point out that
the administration can end untrue
and unfavorable rumors which
Id othei-wise be impossible to
up.
Under the present system both
tudents and administration are
getting a break, as the student enjoys a really fine paper with plenty of "yumph", while the administration now has a chance to end
rumors and point out untruths.
A Student.

Pink Pajamas?

A number of years ago a man flew the
Atlantic Ocean alone. For this feat he was
widely acclaimed and applauded and his popularity mounted higher than anyone could
"have speculated. As a reward for his bravery he got praise and notoriety but he lost
his privacy. Lindbergh had been praised
because it was an abnormal action and a
great benefit to the science of transportaface. And there were just enough
tion. Later he married, a perfectly normal
people trying to make s a p s of
thing, and again the newspaper^ blared and
themselves or of someone else to
hounded. A plane which had received the
keep everyone's interest on its
sanction of Lindbergh, more than ten thoutippy toes. But then that's gensand miles before, turned over and ravaged
By PENGUIN PEGGY
erally expected because some people will never learn and seem to
the spectators. Again the newspapers
get away with an awful lot of
yellow sheets'—blared. They carried the in"We are little black sheep" courtesy ot the Yale Whiffenpoofs.
human and false headlines "LINDBERGH We are little green sheep without their courtesy. In fact this is th/- murder.
And now, little poochins, comes
PLANE KILLS FOUR".
sheepyest campussy we ever saw. We can think of no better passtime the tale of little saffron swizzelThen came the calamity. Lindbergh's for a good 75 percent of them than to go sit themselves in front of
stick, who was b-y far the silliest
son was' kidnaped and killed so the great the honky-tonk at H., (the nasty place), and listen to that ditty so swizzel-stick you could possibly
man fled the country. Lack of privacy and timelily called "The Morning After". Our many other and sundrae imagine, but was, by no means, a
an over amount of unpleasant notoriety was remedies can be had for only a quarter.
"stick" in the stiff sense. In fact
We feel like a wolf.
killing him and consequently forced him to
he rather bent backward the other
Well, if nothing else, we've seen
leave the country which he had served far lots of personalties sprout out in
way in his fear of appearing to be
our dear editor (God bless him and stoogy. Of course he often became
more than the vast number of other ac- the last few days. People who have
make him polite), received a letclaimed heroes. News'papers lost for the always been so softly quiet have ter from a foaming freshman. He a bit soggy—but who wouldn't, isnt'
Slop! Klang! H e r e we are
again!! Rollins College choir reUnited States a man who was not only great become the uncorkable-upable type really was suffering a bad nasty it? sopping it up all day long.
Now saffron, the silly stick, had turns from extensive tour to caat the time but even more great in poten- —take Mr. Swan, for instance. He from the sounds of the thing, and
has been talking in a steady stream he most heavily resented us and one ambition in life, and live for it pacity houses both in Jacksonville
tial.
and it alone he did. And though and St. Augustine. Numbered
A few days ago a man quietly boarded a ever since—t h e n . Nothing sur- our words. We suppose he figured
it may not be so difficult to youse, among the casualties in Jax were:
prises us anymore, however, (to
he'd have us eating them by this
ship, quietly bound for the United States.
well-nigh impossible because of his Jamin's wrenched ankle from havbe taken by anybody anyway, intime—but ah! how wrong was he!
Newspapers', finding it was Lindbergh, cluding Kinky Kurvin.)
still, to poor little saffron it was ing a door slam on it, Marie's
It takes more than a few words to
blared forth again. Lindbergh left his chilhampering circumstance. And this descent down the winding stairs,
eke
the
ilchpff
out
of
a
penguin.
dren in their European home—for safety
We have just been informed that
ambition was to get out and see a Page's inglorious dip and my own
And besides, we still hold exactly
Lindbergh vexed the papers in that he kept we are a trifle incoherent, which,
little something of life before his definite reluctance to leave the city.
the same views, only more so.
time expired.
his mission s'ecret and also refused to make of course, distresses us no end. But
We spent a feverish hour getting
Then sudden one day a brilliant completely confused as to where
any mention as to the length of his Amer- we get such a good, glowy feeling
When we saw how upwrought
when no one knows what we're the poor thing was over the in- idea seeped into the soggy mind of the line was to form, and how we
ican s'ojourn but be assured that newspapers
talking about. We feel like a mad
will force him to terminate his visit long genius, which is usually a pale formation we delivered as "he" saffron, and the deeper it soaked, should get into the balcony. Futile
or "she" said, without knowing the better it sounded, so the next Gesture No. 1 was when most of
before the intended time.
blue with pink raindrops. We'd like what we were talking about be- time saffron found himself in the
the choir had found its way to
Lindbergh's downfall was caused by his to go out and do something dashcause we hadn't bothered to ask company of a glass in which sat the Church from the Dressing
refusal at one time early in his' career to ing and startle everyone. Maybe the freshman or The Dean, we beverage of the fluffening type, he
Room, the remaining small group
it's
only
the
weather,
but
we
don't
divulge his plans to the yellow sheets and
decided to back our statements
bed himself in and just sat. If dashed down one pair of steps,
so the papers declared war. Sometime^ it is think so. We think that instead of further by questioning some fresh- you can imagine just sitting in made a right, then a left turn,
waiting
until
our
senior
year
to
go
men to whom we had not spoken such an im-potent place for the raced up another pair and found
very hard to differentiate between news and
goofy we just got one jump ahead
scandal but the type of paper is sufficient somewhere, and with an early start on that same subject before. We length of time that he did, your themselves right back where they
still say, and say most firmly, imagination is a vivid and should had started. After each number
to determine the veracity of the reports.
there's no telling what height;
that only half the class, if that
jver be tinkered with, for it was the tenors had to go scurrying
The news'papers failed to mention what will be able to reach in the ri
many, knew what the "freshman
good long of a time. AND when from standing near their colkind of cigarette Lindbergh smokes now, I'm of the tetched before graduating dance" was, and only that same
silly saffron immerged from out
) a place where they
time in '39. But no one
sure that that also is of vital interest.
number knew there was to be one
foamy seat, he was a sight
^ht sit. Herman mistook a pause
around here anymore, what with and when it was scheduled for.
the invocation to be the end
Kurvin and his charts. Who knows There seems to be absolutely no indeed! Indeedy he was. But he
days after he's left the dear old cooperation in that class. A n d had acquired that certain some- and blasted forth a good noisy
for the choir to begin.
alma mater, he may auction o f f you cannot successfully govern a thing which made him simply slink
th personality. He found, bowthese juicy bits he has been col- whole class through a few people
In Augustine we ran from the
er, that things were much less
lecting for so long, and probably if the rest are kept in the dark
bus
to
what we thought was a doormplicated when he sat down. So
ruin those of us who have acquired as to what is being done. If those
sat. And presently he sank off way into shelter, only to find the
The Supreme Court recently legalized fame and stuff.
few who are running everything
• led only into bigger and betinto
the
land
of
oblivion.
the government'^ prosecution of anti-trust
The mental picture this ghastly would try to treat their fellow
raindrops. Yes, we were conAnd although this story was a
charges against the Alumnium Company of thought brings to mind is f a r classmen as a whole and keep them
fused by the architecture. Chris
America and further abandoned the old cus- reaching and will likely entail world informed as to the business, it happy one when it commenced, saf- conducted from under an overfron has gone and spoiled everytom of allowing states to tar incomes de- affairs—might even stop the clock would be a darned sight better
thing by going to sleep, so here grown toadstool which, however,
rived from Federal Contracts. This', it is of Father Time. We can see "gees class. On the other hand, neither
did not cramp his style.
deth.
said, is another victory for the government kid" MacArthur sitting at the edi- can the few manage a clas
Dear Santa Claus,
Alas! What have we done to
some
of
them
refuse
to
cooperate
but it seems queer to mention any such com- tor's desk, sun-ounded by a room
On accounta as how I have bin deserve such treatment? From as
by
attending
the
meeting
and
helpfull of stooges all busy writing edmon occurance.
a better man then my brother, fish- far back as last spring we have been
itorials like mad, with his feet up ing put through any ideas the
face, pleese don't bring him no waiting anxiously for the records
on the desk and a water-cooler of lect few have decided on. It's
baseball bat like he asked you and machine we were promised
age old situation and still as bai
In lieu of the much talked of crop con- good old beneficial beer next to ever. As it stands now there t'bring. He ain't gonna use it from Carnegie. They have not
him,
swearing
like
the
good
Roltrol measures it is interesting to note that
seems
to
be
absolutely
ni
fer
a thing but fer t' hit me on the come! We were reminded of the
Repres^entative Wilcox of Florida recently lins graduate he turned out to be. spirit, no pep, and none of that haid when him and me is fightin' day last year when the choir went
Then in the mails comes a letter
through all the processes of makproposed in Congress an enforcing of contelling him that Mr. K. is about to energy and zip which goes to make over his chawlit bar.
trol measures on agricultural imports. Ac- make public his documents of value, a typical Rollins group. If we are Hoping youse kin see it the way ing a recording, in all seriousness
—and found ourselves the goat—
cording to Mr. Wilcox the measure would be and out of the window goes Mr. to let things fade out in this fash- I figger,
A great big one, with a nose and
ion, that famous Rollins spirit will
" a practical though partial Solution" to the MacArthur.
rispecfully
whiskers.
die, and personally, we can think
important question. One wonders at t h e
BUTCH.
We also see Miss C. (for career)
Tuesday night in Orlando at the
foreign reaction resulting from such meas- Bailey, doing a "Hamlet" on toast, of nothing sadder. As individuals
who fit into the daily life, etc.,
Tourist Club, when Gus, Giessen and
ures.
maybe its only a potato cake, this class is fine—that has nothProf, presented the opening
:an't see into the pan), and at ing to do with it. We mean the
program, there was a great surend of the play receiving a
ise in store. Mr. Erie announced,
The Asiatic war seems to daily grow beeg bench of flowers in which a group as a whole.
th due respect and awe that a
more depressing from the standpoint of the
is within which. And when
child progidy had been discovered
Chinese. The determination with which they
To change to a much more pleasroads it she falls into a dead
The first meeting of the Rollins
'inter Park. After much perdeclared that they would defend Nanking
it subject, we will talk about yes- College flying club was held on suasion the child was persuaded to
)n and a loud voice in the third
seems to be wavering as the J a p a n e s e balcony takes out a tremendous
rday's battleground — in other Wed. Dec. 1. Plans were made for come out onto the stage. To the
)rds, the famous Lonsdale birth- future meetings. It was decided
reached Nanking and fire.'< broke out in that
II and checks up another point.
dience's delight he turned out
voe! To think of what i.s ahead day, which, .someshamo, comes only that the club will take part in vari- to be none other than Herr Procity. The general state of unrest in the
a year. But when it comes,
world begins to stike the Americans more of us all! Who will be next! (To
r (sshh!) Klebsattel. He outinter-collegiate
meets
which
good. There is a feeling of
concretely--it is hinted that the new arma- bo continued in the next installbeing planned for the spring did himself (and us too, judging
good will and fellowship at those
from the expression of appreciament appropriations will far exceed even ment.)
by
colleges
and
clubs
throughout
And now we get down to that shindiga that we have yet to see the country, election.s for the club tion) with his trunkful of bathing
Ihotle of last year. With last year's expenwork which does our heart u good anywhere else, and we mean it!
fices were held, and there was suits, can of spinach and fishing
ditures at a billion dollars we wonder what
tingle or two. It seems that Bhort- Even Greif Atwood, the phi Delt
short but very interesting talk rod, along with taking his bow a la
hte new figure will be.
ly after the last Sandspur appeared pledge, had a flip-dizz grin on his
bicycle. Ah well Lack-a-dayl
followed by a discussion.
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HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS

Flying Club Holds
First Meeting Dec. 1
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ROLLINS LOSES TO STETSON AFTER GAME FIGHT, 15-12

S

THREE MILE RIICE TARS COME BACK
TO BE RUN DEC. 15 IN LAST PERIOO
ROT FALL SHORT

ANDSPUR
CRATCHES

Joe Justice, Costello, Established As Favorites

By BILL BINGHAM
The Rollins Tars lost a thriller and a heartbreaker to Stetson
Friday night, but in doing so they disposed of the belief prevalent
on the campus that they were just a first half team. If ever a
team came back it was Rollins Friday night. Apparently crushed by
the breaks which handed Stetson fifteen points in three minutes, the
Tars rushed back into the second half with a surge of power and
fight that had the Hatters on the defensive for the rest of the
ning.
The impressiveness with which tlic Tars rolled up first downs and
,s esBBcially remarkable because it was done against _
Stetson team which sensed victory being snatched away of its grasp
and was offering all the resistance it could muster.
The Hatters
did not crack. Had they blown up the Tars might easily have registered three touchdowns in that final half.
As it was the Tars tallied once in the third quarter and marched
down the field twice more for net coverages of fifty yards. Wiih the
game nearing its close, the Tars launched their final drive from midfield, and rounding the tackles and hitting the line on delayed line
bucks pulled up with a first down on the seven.
The time was so short that Rollins was forced to resort to
passes which were knocked down. The Tars might not have scored,
but the running plays were clicking in splendid fashion and the
Hatters had not demonstrated that they could stop them. In that
second half the Tars displayed the kind of ball they are capable of
playing, and when they turn on the heat they are plenty tough for
any team. In any case they were a last half team against Stetson.
With the first half of the intramural touch foootball drawn to a
close, the undefeated, untied, unscored upon, all powerful Phi Delt
avalanche is unquestionably the standout team in the circuit. The backfield ot Victor, Cetrulo, Davis, and Kurvin, is fast and shifty and
every man knows how too handle a football. Wendy Davis is a ten
second man in track and if you take gander at him running back kickoffs, you'll also admit that he has plenty of snake-hip ability. In the
line, Bill Twitchell gained a post on the All-fraternity team last year
and Hickock played on the winning Independent aggregation with
Freling Smith out of action. George Clark rounds out the team and
he, too, is a tough number to handle.
The other teams have some good individual star bht do not have
the all-round strength and teamwork of the Phi Delts. Pittman, Cunningham, and Whitelaw of the X Club; Coates, Hagnauer, and Savage
of the Sigma Nus; Cram and Scarborough of the Theta Kappa Nus;
MacArthur and Siddell of the K. A.'s; and Townsend of the Independents, are sparkplugs of their respective teams and are deserving
of possible All-fratenrity recognition.
Sidelights: The major and minor league baseball magnates are
meeeting in Milwaukee and out of the muddle have emerged several
facts and many rumors . . . some facts are . . . Cy Perkins, former
Athletic catcher, now coach for Detroit, is to become a scout on
Pacific Coast . . . the Chicago White Sox offered Vernon Kennedy for
pitcher Mel Harder of Cleveland . . . among the many rumors
. . . Blondy Ryan to manage Buffalo . . . Mungo to be sold to the
Cubs . . . Medwick to leave the Cardinals, also Dean, the Dizzy oni
. . . Billy Terry offers Lou Chiozza for young Bob Riggs, Reds third
sacker.

Intramural Schedule
Second Half
(Scores given of games already played)

T. K. N. TEAM CHAMPS

The annual cross country grind
will be held Dec. 14 at 4:00 o'clock
Four man teams from the five
fraternities and the Independents
are expected to enter.
The contestants will be n u mbered in the order in which they
finish and the team with the lowest
total score will be the winner.
Cups will be awarded to the team
victor and individual winner.
Each man entering must take
four time trials over the course and
procure a doctor's certificate stating that he is in condition to run.
Smith Won in 1935
Freling Smith, Phi Delt, the winner in 1935 is the favorite to repeat if his leg is 0. K., but will
receive strong opposition from Joe
Justice, who fini:(hed third last
year, and Tommy Costello who fininished fourth. The course record is
held by Tom Powell who hung up
a mark of seventeen minutes 37
seconds while runniing for the K.
A.'s.
The Theta Kappa Nu's will be
defending team champions, but will
be without the services of Rick
Gillespie, who staged a whirl-wind
finish to beat out Frank Castellucby a yard last year. The intrat-al ruling prevents a champion
m competing two years in sucCourse Is Difficult
ie course begins in the loop
of the horseshoe in front of Lyman
runs down Osceola Avenue,
turns at Henkel Circle and then
out Genius Drive where
loops and comes back again up
Osceola and into the horseshoe
again on the side nearest the ad
ministration building.
It end;
where it started. The run is espe
cially difficult as the last half
mile slopes up hill.

ROLLINS FENCERS
TO FACE GEORGIA
Will Journey To Atlanta On
December 17

November 30
Phi Delta Theta
Independents
Sigma Nu

X Club
Theta Kappa Nu .
Kappa Alpha
December 3

Kappa Alpha
Sigma Nu
Phi Delta Theta

Theta Kapp^ Nu
X Club
Independents

3:10—X Club vs. Kappa Alpha
4:00—Phi Delta Theta vs. Theta Kappa Nu
4:50—Independents vs. Sigma Nu
December 10
3:10—Phi Delta Theta vs. Sigma Nu
4:00—Independents vs. Kappa Alpha
4:B0—Theta Kappa Nu vs. X Club
December 14
3:10—Theta Kappa Nu vs. Sigma Nu
4:00—Independents vs. X Club
4:50—Phi Delta Theta vs. Kappa Alpha

TOUCH FOOTBALL
Final First Halt Standings
Team
Phi Delta Theta
Kappa Alpha
Sigma Nu
X Club
Independents
Theta Kappa Nu

Won
Lost
5
0
3
2
2
2
2
2
1 3
0
4

Tied
0
0
1
1
1
1

Points
For Against
1

AMERICAN LAUNDRY
AND

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and Ollie Daugherty, Campus Agents

HAVE SMALL SQUAD
On December 17, the Rollins
fencing team will start its interoUegiate activities by meeting
Georgia Tech at Atlanta, Ga. The
team is composed of captain Don
Cetrulo, Gene Townsend, Ehrlich,
Lyman Greaves, Robert Belden,
Jack Hagenbuch and Warren Siddell whom Coach W. L. Roney has
chosen to take the trip. Our team
beaten Georgia Tech in every
match for quite a few years.
The following day, December 18,
the team will meet the Atlanta
Fencer's Club, with another match
the vicinity the next day.
After the meets, the teams will
return to Winter Park with the
ption of Cetrulo, Ehrlich, and
Hagenbuch, who will leave for a
vacation in the north.
lese matches are mainly to
show the fencers their weak points,
by the time they are ready for
main schedule, they will be in
top-notch condition.
It is hoped that the Presbyterian
College of Clinton, South Carolina, will be able to come to Winter
Park near the first of March for a
match.
The date set for a return match
with Georgia State is March 5, a
?ek prior to the departure of the
am on its eastern trip.
On this trip, the T a r Fencing
team will meet Navy, March IG,
Army on the 18th, Brown on the
19th, Harvard on the 21st, and
Princeton on the 23rd. After this
schedule, the team w i l l go into
action
at
the
Intercollegiate
Tournament held at the Waldorf in
New York City.
The squad this year is smaller
than in past years, but it doesn't
lack ability. It will be able to bold
up the great name Rollins has won
for itself in fencing as it is quantity the team lacks, not quality.

tory with Rollins penetrating deep
and often but never seeming to
overcome a determined Stetson
front wall within the 10-yard line
to score. Only twice during the
first period did the Hatters penetrate the Tar's territory, but it
was short lived as Gillespie intercepted Warren's pass to ga
back to Stetson's 49 yard line. This
ended the quarter.
Hatters Score 15 Points

By JOE REMBOCK
Bitterly fighting to the end, and
nearly upsetting Stetson in the
closing minutes of the game, Rollins went down to defeat in one
of the best thrillers of the year
Friday night by the score of 15-12.
From start to finish the savage
play of the rivals held the largest
crowd of the year on its feet shouting hoarsely.
The Hatter victory eliminated
Rollins hopes for the Florida Little Four conference title. Stetson
holds victories over Tampa and
Rollins and was defeated by Miami. Rollins has beaten Tampa
but lost to Stetson in its only conference game.

Two touchdowns, and extr?
point and a safety gave Stetson all
its points in the second period.
The Tars also drew blood in this
heat scoring six points near the
d of the period.
The Hatter's first tally came
after Warren executed a daring
pass from behind his own goal
to McClelland for a total of 61
yards to the Tars 24. Warren and
Hardy picked up 11 yards in line
smashes before Warren again
passed to McClelland this time to
e. The point after touchdown
failed.

Tars Come Back
Although beaten Rollins ended
its season in a most brilliant style.
The Tars proed beyond doubt that
they could come back in the second
half to fight even harder. When
the crowd filed out after viewing
magnificent game it was still
doubtful in their minds which was
the better team.
The first period was played alost entirely in Stetson's terri-

Immediately following the kick
f,
Swanson, Stetson tackle,
blocked Brady's fourth-down punt.
Cheatham recovered the bouncing
pigskin to race down a barren field
to score again. This time the kick
was good the score being Stetson
13, Rollins 0.
Kicking off again, the Hatters
were smiled upon by Lady Luck
when the elusive ball bounced over
Daugherty's head who was able,

Kick Is Blocked

by dint of sheer power to return
it to the 7 yard line. On the next
play Curry Brady was converged
upon behind his goal line as he
stood there preparatory to punting. This comprised the Hatters
final score of the game.
Tars Tally
Before the close of this memorable period the Tars, aided by a
penalty, terminated a drive by Mclnnis slipping off right tackle to
pick up 17 yards for a touchdown.
The extra point failed.
The third heat opened up with
what looked like another Hatter
drive to score, but the Tars rose
up on their 28 yard line and refused to back up further, taking
the ball away, and moving it up
to the Stetson 24 yard line where
the third period whistle stopped
hostilities for the moment. Daugherty's 27 yard slant around end
featured this period.
Mclnnis Stars
No sooner did the fourth period
begin when Mclnnis ran 21 yards
to score a touchdoown accompanied
by the roar of a half mad crowd.
The extra point failed again.
The Tars, playing now as if possessed, thrilled the Rollins stands
by driving back to the Stetson 32
yard line after receiving the kickHere the Stetson Hatters
again asserted themselves and Rollins lost the ball on downs only to
be forced to punt after three fruit5s attempts to gain ground.
Taking the Hatter punt the Tars,-

Tar Football Team
To Play Postseason
Exhibitions In Cuba
Barring a revolution or the boat
sinking, the Rollins Tars will play
two post-season games in Cuba on
January first and fourth.
One
game will be with the Naval Base
and the other with the University
of Havana.
The players will not remain in
training, but will convene here on
the 29th, journey to Tampa, and
take a boat from there. Twentyfour men are expected to make
the trip.

in a final desperate gesture to
win, drove back to Stetson's 3 yard
line where the whistle blew ending
the game. Thus ended a game
packed full of thrills; thrills which
were reflected by stands in complete silence after the game, as
thouph stunned to think that it was
all over and that another chapter
in the history of football between
Rollins and Stetson was writtnn.
Statistics Favor Tars
According to statistics Rollins
held the edge completing 14 first
doowns to Stetson's 6. On the
ground the Tars gained 258 yards
to Stetson's 90 yards. Thanks to
Warren, the bare-headed flash
from Stetson, the Hatters outgained Rollins via the air by 104
yards to 15 yards.

THAT SERVE AHD SAVE
^ ^ ^
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GIFTS FOR THE HOLIDAY TRAVELERS!
Travel Safely on ALLSTATES

o r % OFFI
^ 0 LIST PRICE;
The Only Tire with the
NO-EXCEPTION Guarantee
Don't start on Your Christinas Vacation on Thin, Worn Tires . . . .
BUY ALLSTATES . . . on Sears Easy Payment Plan .. . .
You get a written No-Exception guarantee with every Allstate tire you buy at
Sears. Think what this savings, plus your regular savings on Allstates will
mean . . . approximately 40 per cent. Insure the pleasure of your Christmas
vacation with a new set of tires from Sears. Your savings will allow you
more Christmas pie;

FREE INSTALLATION

"Seal Your Motor"

SANFORIZED

Seat Covers
c
O I L I O 15% off
Cross Country

-

Motor

A

Protect your motor
with a permanent
"Sealed in Oil" bath.
Cross Country resists sludging a n d
extreme heat.

^

^

|*F

Quart
Plus Ic Tax

DUCED 5%.
covers for oo»
stalled.
Starting Power

Peerless Battery
18

C A N YOU S T O P SAFELY?
your brakes relined with
Sears Cross Country

FOG
LIGHTS

FENDER
GUIDES

WHEEL
SPINNERS

69c

49c
pie;

"98c"

BRAKE LINING .C 75

;5-'

SEARS, ROE liUCK

AM)

CO

EVERY STUDENT HAS A DUTY TO DO IN XMAS DRIVE

SIX

THE

GAMMA PHI BETA

THE

Inquiring Reporter
What did you think of Freshman Night?
Bettle-Bop Van Beynum: Altho' the freshman entertainers were good the person who made it an excellent show wasn't
from the class of '41.
Dot Bryn: I stopped thinking at the half.
"Mac"
Ccnningham: Yes, the "goon" was darn good!
Lorie Ladd: Well, it's too bad that it couldn't have been
organized better—otherwise it might have been very good.
Matt Ely: There was no comparison with our show last
year. (Concession: although it was pretty good.)
Elsie Moore: Considering the fact that it was t h e
"RATS" that gave the performance and they oonly had a
few months to get ready for it I'd say it was pretty good.
Serioously, I think that we could stand a lot more of that
kind of thing. Surprising. The freshmen really showed some
amusing talent.
Barbara Babb: ..Freshman Night was good, but the talent
of the former year was noticeably missing.

ORCHESTRA TO
GIVE CONCERT
IE TONII
Symphony To Open Season
Tonight
BLOCH IS DIRECTOR

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS
Polly Chambers and Horace
D'Ambrogio visited friends in Lake
Worth Saturday and Sunday.
Shirley Levis spent Saturday
and Sunday in Ocala with her family.
Eleanor Geissen spent Saturday
at her home in Orange Park.
Peggy Wiley visited friends in
St. Petersburg over the weekend
Daphne Banks went to her home
in Eustis.
Peggy Cass spent Saturday and
Sunday in Jacksonville with Estella Mae Bowles.
Jeanne Gillette visited friends
in Miami Saturday and Sunday.
Elizabeth Kennedy spent the
weekend in Gainesville.
Fay Bigelow and Harriet Begole
spent Sunday in New Smyrna with
Fay's family.

ROLLINS
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S AN DSP U K

Gamma Phi Betas
Have Tea Friday

Pi Phis Entertain
Homecmins: Dinner
Mothers of Members Was Well Attended
By Rollins Alumni

TO

Last Friday iftemoon th e Gamma Ph IS held a tea at thei house
The hostesses were the Misses
Marily n Tubbs, 'eggy Linsoln, Jean
F u n c t i o n Given B y P l e d g e s Fairbanks, and Elsie Moor e. The P r o c e e d s T o Be Given T o 1931
In H o n o r of A c t i v e s
Alumni Fund
guests were E canor Ham Betty
De Gic rs, Betty Mackemer, Margo
Colvin Helen Bothw-ick, Jessie T O B E H E L D A T P R E X Y S
BIG A P P L E C O N T E S T
Steele, Marge Wilson, Caroline
Sandli 1, Marolyn Mackem er and
Miss Isabel Green, chairman, has
Dr. Farley.
announced final arrangements for
Last Saturday night the pledges
the
benefit bridge to be sponsored
of Gamma Phi Beta gave a dance
to honor the actives. The host- ment he wand ered over 0 t h e by the Rollins Alumni Association
Tuesday afternoon, December 14.
esses present were the Misss Jean punch table.
The guests who were present The affair will be hold at the
Turner, Eleanor Rand, Claire Fontaine, Jayne Rittenhouse, J e a n were the Mis ses Sarah Dean, home of Dr. Hamilton Holt, presiStueve, Ann Roper Cathy dent of Rollins College, on InterMarita
Fairbanks, M'Lou Hofft, and PegBailoy, Olga Matthews, Skippy lachen Avenue from 2:30 until 5:30.
gy Lincoln.
Proceeds from the benefit bridge
Arnold, Elsie Moore, Peggy Mary
The festivities began immedi- Whiteley, Ruthie Hill and R. Bren- will be turned over to the 1937
ately after the Freshman s h o w nan, Annie W^hyte, Diddy Hannahs, Alumni yFund fop emergency
and kept up with "never a dull Audrey Flower, Jane Forte and scholarships.
moment" until the midnight hour. Margo Smith. The boys who were
Tea will be served during the
To keep up the lively pace there present were: George Waddell, Joe afternoon and prizes will be awardwas a Big Apple dance with a Rembock, Carl Sedylmier, Jimmie ed. Guests are requested to proprize awarded to Peggy-Mary Scarlett, Carl Thompson, Warren vide their own cards.
Whiteley and Joe Wilson — the Siddell, Joe Matthew^s, Johnnie
Tickets may be secur-ed from
prize was an enormous, red apple. Turner, Jess Gregg, Dick Rhodda, Miss Mitzi Mizener or Miss Green
A while after this there was a Tommy Costello, Bud Coleman, Joe in Winter Park, telephone 73-J,
Balloon dance—not the type that Wilson, Marvin Scarborough, Ben and Orlandoans may call Mrs. Wilan unknowing reader might pick, Sammy Hardman, Bill Scheu, liam N. Ellis, telephone 3596, for
ture—on the order of a grab-bag Bob Belden, Paul Bouton, M i n k reservations. The tickets have been
dance. Those who wished to catch Whitelaw, Jack Clark, Bob Hill, issued as a courtesy of Mr. Harold
their breath between dances played Jack Macpherson, Al. Swan, Matt. Hill of the Rollins Press, and prizes
at various games which were set Ely, Dick Baldwin, Bill Dougherty, for the occasion are being doonated
up on the tables which lined the Jim Craig, Fred Casten, and West- by Mrs. Newton P. Yowell, Mrs.
walls. When one needed nourish- ley Dennis.
Leroy Giles, and Mrs. Louis Orr.

Pi Beta Phi sorority entertained
the mothers of chapter members
Tuesday afternoon, December 7,
from 4:30 to 6. Those present were
Mrs.
William Glenn, Mrs. W. F.
Yust, Mrs. J. W. Daniels, and Mrs.
R. Mills of Winter Park, and Orlando.
Tea was served and Polly Chambers headed the committee ta
charge.

The Rollins-Stetson h o i « „ ^ ^
attracted a large number of ^ S
to the campus. Friday aflB^Z,
from 4 until 6 Dr. Holt e i i t i ^ 5
the alumni at an i n f o r m a l ^
house at his home,

Friday night at 6:30, n:
dinner was held at the C
The following guests w^-,
ent: Dr. Holt, Dean D. Lo» , ;
Petersburg, Mr. and Mrs. H;:v,
Powers; Frank Palmer, Kiii,
."ioia Wilson, Louise Wsedi, ^
{odman Uhman of Orlando; Boj.
ley Blackman, Jacksonvill,; n,
ind Mrs. Carter Bradford. IW
Enyart, E. Ethel Enyart, BuriAj
A meeting of the Spanish Club' Drummond, Mansfield, Ohio; ^
was held at the home of M r s . Elizabeth Jones, Marcell,
Lamb, Wednesday evening, Decem- Sally Hammond, Henry Mowbm
ber 1 at 7:30 o'clock. A short busi- Donald Cheney, Orlando; Sid»
ness session was held which was Pellerin, Jacksonville; Mrs. J. OL
followed by several talks. T. Pat- Wallace, La Belle; Rebecca Cilj.
aky spoke on Art in Mexico and well. Lake Wales; Bertha BtbbtO,
Charles Pratt told of several St. Petersburg; Marion Ston«r, 3^
of his own experiences in his trav- Petersburg; Loretta Salmon, HoDiscussion followed the talks zie Wilson, and Kay Lewis.
and conversation was carried on
Alumni who attended the giat
concerning current events.
but not the dinner were, Mr. ay
The Spanish Club is open to all Mrs.
Bill Rice, Eustis; Sttnlq
students of Spanish who are inter- Warner, Crescent City; Cloyd Ru>,
ested. These meetings are held sell. New Orleans; Harry an^
every two weeks at tho home of Betty Kelley, Tampa; Mr. and Mn,
Mrs.
Lamb and all are invited to Harry Tracy, Venice; and Alti«a
attend.
Miller Van Heyming, Eustis.

Spanish Club Held
Meeting WednesdayLast At Mrs. Lamb's

The Symphony Orchestra of
Central Florida, under the capabh
direction of distinguished Alexan
der Bloch, opens its twelfth sea
son this evening at 8:15 with its
first concert in the Winter Park
High School auditorium. The program will consist of Vivaldi's Concerto Grosso for strings in E
Minor, the Ballet Music f r o m
"Rosamunde" by Schubert, the
Overture to Weber's "Oberon" and
crashing chord at the end of thi
Haydn's Surprise Symphony.
first statement of the theme in thi
All four compositions are of the second movement. It was written
highest musical quality, yet not during Haydn's first London visit
too profound for the amateur lis- and was first performed under the
tener to appreciate. The Vivaldi title of "The Symphony with the
Concerto Grosso for striings, which Drum-beat." "This will make the
opens the program, is an outstand- ladies jump," said Haydn in exinig work of the Italian 17th cen- planation of the peculiar coda. It
tury school. The Concerto Grosso was also rumored that he introhas nothing in common with the duced the startling drum-beat in
modern instrumental concerto, a order to arose those of his audivirtuoso composition for solo in- ence who, after a hearty dinner,
strument with orchestral accom- The succes was tremendous. But
paniment, but is rather a forerun- to modern ears accustomed to mucr
ner of the smphony. This particmore sonorous orchestral effects
ular work takes the form of a
the "surprise" is not so startling.
dialogue between four solo instruments and the main body of the
Says Mr. John Palmer Gavit in
strings. The soloists are M i s s a recent article in the Sunday SenGretchen Cox, first violin; William tinel-Star concerning Mr. Bloch:
Vosburgh, Jr., second violin; Miss "Under his leadership last year,
Ruth Melcher, viola; and Frederick and in rehearsal now since mid^
Blachly, cello.
October, the orchestra has gained
notably i nteam-work and disciThe Schubert Ballet Music was
pline, unity of performance and
written for a play which enjoyed
quality of tine; the musically soonly two performances. When the
phisticated who attend the concert
show closed and the scenery was
will recognize that the organizasent off to the storage warehouse,
tion compares well with the best
the music was lost sight of. Since
of metropolitan orchestras." This
its rediscover it has been a perenis an excellent summary of the
nially popular concert number.
progress the orchestra has made
The opera "Oberon" was Weber's under his direction.
last work. This composer founded the German school of romanThe second concert, Jan. 26, will
tic opera which culminated in the consist entirely of Beethoven's
music dramas, of Wagner. With compositions, the third, on Feb. 23,
the eception of "Der Freischutz" Bach and Wagner, the fourth and
Weber's operas are no longer often last, March 23, Mozart, Aronsky
heard today, but his brilliant overand Brahms.
tures remain among the most popular composition in the orchestral
repertoire.
The very famous Haydn Surprise
Symphony gets its name from a

Southern Dairies

Corona Portable
Typewriters
See the three latest models of
Corona, the Standard, Sterling
and Silent. They include every
modern improvement, are light
in weight, and long wearing.
The Corona was the original
portable machine, and still holds
the best basic patents on small
typewriter construction. Easy
terms of sale and you can pay
as you use. $5 cash and $4 per
month buys a 1938 model.

SEALTEST ICE
CREAM
is served exclusive
in the Beanery.

O'NEAL-BRANCH
C O M P A N Y
39 KaM I'jne SI.
Orlando

V

WASHING - POLISHING - SIMONIZING

^^^ote ?Veasute

Let UH S i m o n i / e y o u r c a r

BAGGETT'S SERVICE STATION
STANDAHI) OIL I'KODUCTS
OppoHitc CampUH
Copnicbt 1997, LiocBrr & MYKM Toi

THE DRIVE IS ON - ARE

YOU WILUNGTOliELP?

